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 This teaching unit with the title “Galileo Galilei” was implemented for a 2° year class of Secondary School  I.C. Via Val Maggia – Rome - Italy.

 The number of students was 20

 The medium age was 12 

 The topic was about the scientific activity of Galileo Galilei as philosopher, astronomer and mathematician, the job he did to change people beliefs about the 

Universe and the consequences of his new approach to science. 

Method

• All carried out activities have been aimed to

verify if the use of new information and

communication technologies and digital

resources facilitates learning for primary and

secondary school pupils.

• So, I tried to include as many open source

resources as possible in the didactic

planning, enriching my lessons with images

and videos, always declaring the source and

reference.

• I selected the didactic unit about Galileo

Galilei and I proposed my lesson to 12-year-

old pupils second year of secondary school /

middle school.

• After preparing a multimedia lesson using

Power Point (then converted to video format

to make it more enjoyable), I prepared the

pre-test to determine the real knowledge for

each student.

• The lesson was presented to the class on

March 14 and 15, 2017. The attention and

interest of the learners were quite satisfying:

many questions were asked and several

times were required to stop or review the

videos to better understand the meaning.

Also for the teacher, the lesson proved to be

stimulating, as it was very interactive. Among

other things, there was a question about

image captions, whose links enabled direct

access to the proposed resource, to know the

space-time location, the author, and all the

information needed for further investigation.

• After the lesson I administered a final test.

• The pre-test and the final test were

administered through a further innovative

approach: using the "Quizziz" open source

software. This instrument, known by the

teacher, but not by the students at the time of

the test, has made the class even more

receptive, stimulating the attention and

curiosity towards the new instrument and the

content of the test itself.

Results

The pre-test handed out on March 8, 2017 and the data analysis suggests that:

• the students were 20, including 1 pupil with different abilities, 3 pupils with specific learning disabilities and 1 foreign pupil;

• the percentage of correct answers was 58%;

• the best performer has 90% of correct answers;

• the least performers has 20% of correct answers (they are students with specific learning disabilities);

• questions with the highest number of correct answers are about the language in which Galileo wrote and about the subject in which

students will study Galileo;

• Question with the lowest number of correct answers is about the method that Galileo used to calculate the lunar mountains height.

The final test was administered on March 21, 2017 and the data analysis suggests that:

• the pupils were 20, including 1 pupil with different abilities, 3 pupils with specific learning disabilities and 1 foreign pupil;

• the percentage of correct replies was 77%;

• the best performer has 100% of correct answers;

• the least performers has 30% of correct answers (they are pupils with specific learning disabilities);

• 2 questions received 100% correct answers: both are about Galileo’s trial (I suppose to point out interest in the historical aspects of the

subject);

• question that received the lowest number of correct answers is about the period in which Galileo lived.

Comparison between the results of the pre-test and the final test provides clear and unambiguous evidence, summed up in the

following three points:

• the contents have been correctly assimilated by pupils;

• also pupils with Special Educational Needs have improved their performances;

• the attention to Galileo's life and the "subversive" character of his discoveries intrigued the pupils.

In the control class (same school institution, same school complex, same course year, average results of pupils comparable to those of the

sample class) work was done by a colleague respecting the same timing.

The lesson was of a dialog type, but no media. The tools used were the following:

• photocopies produced by teacher;

• "traditional" chalkboard with colored chalk;

• images printed in A3 format.

The pre-tests provided completely comparable data:

• the pupils present were 22, including 1 pupil with different abilities, 4 pupils with specific learning disabilities and 1 foreign pupil;

• the percentage of correct replies was 52%;

• the best performer has 90% of correct answers;

• the least performers has 20% of correct answers (they are pupils with specific learning disabilities);

• questions with the highest number of correct answers are: “Who Galileo was? A poet and a writer or a scientist and a writer or a

philosopher and a poet” and about telescope;

• question with the lowest number of correct answers is about the method that Galileo used to calculate the lunar mountains height.

Data analysis of the final test have a peculiar relevance in relation to the project goal:

• the pupils present were 21, including 1 pupil with different abilities, 3 pupils with specific learning disabilities and 1 foreign pupil;

• the percentage of correct replies was 63%;

• the best performer has 100% of correct answers;

• the least performers has 20% of correct answers (they are pupils with specific learning disabilities);

• no question has got 100% of correct answers;

• question with the highest number of correct answers is about telescope (as in pre-test): telescope aroused student’s curiosity;

• question that received the lowest number of correct answers is about the period in which Galileo lived.

Conclusion

Undoubtedly, interactive media teaching using multimedia media better responds to the target audience's needs, as it is closer to their

natural learning methods. We cannot, in fact, be ignorant of the fact that they are digital natives.

It should also be noted that it is not uncommon for digital natives to be able to process digital products of a certain level. For this reason,

too, they appreciate "instinctively" the teacher who has a digital culture superior to them.

However, the multimedia product that has been utilized incorporates "traditional" knowledge that still succeeds, if appropriately proposed, to

engage and fascinate the pupils.

In an expression, one might say that when we melt in a proper way "new and old", the best results can be obtained, even in science

teaching.
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